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Abstract-A finite element code with a polycrystal plasticity model for simulating deforma- 
tion processing of metals has been developed for parallel computers using High Performance For- 
tran (HPF). The conversion of the code from an original implementation on the Connection Machine 
systems using CM Fortran is described. The sections of the code requiring minimal inter-processor 
communication are easily parallelized, by changing only the syntax for specifying data layout. How- 
ever, the solver routine based on the conjugate gradient method required additional modifications, 
which are discussed in detail. The performance of the code on a massively parallel distributed-memory 
Intel PARAGON supercomputer is evaluated through timing statistics. Published by Elsevier Science 
Ltd. 
Keywords-Parallel program, High Performance Fortran, Finite element method, Deformation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Metals have a polycrystalline microstructure, and over a broad range of processing conditions 
these polycrystals deform by shearing along crystallographic slip systems. Due to the limited 
modes of deformation available through slip, the crystals rotate under arbitrary deformations, 
with the reorientation proceeding in an ordered fashion. The anisotropic nature of single crystals 
is reflected in the macroscopic material properties primarily through the preferred arrangement 
of crystal orientations (known as crystallographic texture) [1,2]. Our research is focused at de- 
veloping simulation capabilities to predict the evolution of texture during deformation processing 
of metals. 
Simulating texture development and its impact on subsequent deformation requires material 
models which are capable of treating the distribution of crystal orientations and its evolution. 
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Polycrystal models using the discrete aggregate representation of texture offer an effective means 
to address this challenge [3,4]. Each material point is typically associated with a collection of 
single crystals, characterized by their orientations and slip system hardness parameters. The 
response of the material point is derived from the averaged response of the aggregate. By placing 
an aggregate at each integration point of a finite element discretization of the workpiece, it is 
possible to model texture development during bulk deformation processes such as rolling, forging, 
extrusion, etc. [5-71. 
Use of polycrystal plasticity models in conjunction with the finite element method requires sig- 
nificant computational resources. Assuming a viscoplastic constitutive law to model the shearing 
of slip planes leads to a nonlinear crystal constitutive relation, which must be solved for every 
crystal at each integration point to develop the material response. The nature of these calcu- 
lations makes them ideal for implementation on parallel computer architectures, since they can 
be performed concurrently for all elements. This advantage has been exploited by using the 
Connection Machine systems, CM-200 and CM-5 (Thinking Machines Corp., Cambridge, MA), 
both for simulating industrial scale processes [8,9], as well as for detailed studies using idealized 
deformations [lO,ll]. 
While the code developed for the Connection Machine systems has been quite effective in 
treating large three-dimensional problems, it suffers from the drawback of being machine-specific. 
With the availability of other parallel computers from various vendors, it has become desirable 
to develop programs which can be easily ported across the different machines. The programming 
resources for writing efficient parallel programs have also seen a lot of improvement, with the de- 
velopment of message passing libraries [12] such as Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) and Message 
Passing Interface (MPI), and with the introduction of High Performance Fortran (HPF) [13]. 
The latter, in particular, is well suited for developing portable versions of the code written using 
CM Fortran for the Connection Machines. Both CM Fortran and HPF are based on Fortran 90, 
with some differences in the syntax for specifying the distribution and layout of data. In addition, 
both languages use the data parallel programming model, with a single program controlling the 
distribution of data and the computations on them, and the compiler assuming responsibility for 
the actual distribution and movement of data among processors. 
This article describes the work involved in developing a portable HPF version of a finite element 
code written for the Connection Machine systems using CM Fortran. In the next section, an 
outline of the mathematical and finite element formulation used by the code is given. Section 3 
describes the implementation of the code on the Intel PARAGON using the pghpfcompiler (The 
Portland Group, Inc., Wilsonville, OR). Efforts to optimize the solver using the conjugate gradient 
method are discussed, and the enhancements to improve I/O are noted. Some results based on 
the performance evaluation of various parts of the code are presented in Section 4, and illustrate 
the good parallel performance of the code. Closing remarks are presented in Section 5. 
2. FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 
2.1. Constitutive Model 
The code for simulating the deformation of polycrystalline materials uses the finite element 
method along with a constitutive model based on polycrystal plasticity. The response at a 
material point is derived from the averaged response of an underlying aggregate of crystals. 
Elastic deformations are neglected, and plastic deformation is assumed to occur in each crystal 
by shearing along crystallographic slip systems. Due to the limited deformation modes available 
through slip, crystals must rotate to accommodate arbitrary deformations. The deformation 
gradient F, in the crystal can be written using a multiplicative decomposition as [4,5,14,15) 
F, = R*F,, (1) 
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where F, is the deformation gradient due to slip, and R* is the rotation of the crystal. Rewriting 
equation (1) in rate form leads to an expression for the crystal velocity gradient L,, 
L, = P,FF’ = RR*T + R*P,F,lR*T, (2) 
or 
L, = R*R*T + L,, (3) 
where L, represents the contribution to the crystal velocity gradient due to shearing along the 
slip planes, and may be expressed as a linear combination of the slip system shearing rates q(“), 
L, = x;I(+@) = c+“’ (&) @ ,(a)) . 
Q a 
(4 
TcQ) is the Schmid tensor for the cx slip system, given by the dyadic product of the slip direc- 
tion sea) and the slip plane normal n Cal. Denoting the symmetric and skew parts of TcQ) by Pea) 
and Q(“), respectively, and separating the crystal velocity gradient into its symmetric and skew 
portions leads to expressions for the crystal rate of deformation D,, 
D, = x$+(a), 
Q 
(5) 
and the crystal spin W,, 
w, = R*R*T + C #a)~(*). 
(f-3 
a 
Rewriting equation (6) results in the crystal reorientation rate R*, given by the difference between 
the crystal spin and the plastic spin due to slip, 
fi* = W, _ x+dQb) (7) 
If the crystal velocity gradient L, is known, it is only necessary to determine the partitioning of 
the shearing rates among the slip systems in order to update the orientation of the crystal lattice 
using equation (7). 
For plastic deformations, assuming the volume to remain constant, a crystal must have at 
least five independent slip systems to accommodate arbitrary deformations (six independent 
components of rate of deformation tensor D, with the constraint that it must be traceless) . 
High symmetry metals such as those with cubic crystal lattice typically have more than five 
available slip systems, leading to a possible nonuniqueness in the choice of active slip systems. 
This difficulty is overcome by assuming rate dependent slip, through a viscoplastic constitutive 
relation between the slip system shearing rate y * Cal and the resolved shear stress -r(O) [4,5,16,17], 
where m is the rate sensitivity parameter, and +O is a reference rate of shearing. + is a hardness 
parameter which represents resistance to plastic deformation. The resolved shear stress is the 
component of the traction along the slip direction, and is obtained using the Schmid tensor from 
the deviatoric Cauchy stress (T,!, 
q-Cal = gLn(a) . sea) = o’ . T(a) = gL . p(a). 
c (9) 
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Eliminating +(*) between equations (5) and (8), and using equation (9) for rca) leads to the 
following linearized expression for the crystal deformation rate in terms of the deviatoric stress 
(l’m)-l p(a) @p(a) : u, 1 c7 (10) 
or 
D, = SC : c$ (11) 
where S, is a fourth-order crystal “compliance” tensor. The rate dependence of equation (8) per- 
mits inversion of equation (lo), expressing the crystal deviatoric stress under a given deformation 
rate as 
a; = s,-’ : D, = S,-’ : D. (12) 
Here the deformation rate in each crystal is assumed identical to the macroscopic value D, under 
a Taylor hypothesis [3,4]. The crystal stresses are averaged to obtain the macroscopic value, 
S,-' : D = C : D, 
c c 
(13) 
where C is the average “stiffness” of the aggregate comprising N crystals. 
2.2. Hybrid Formulation 
Solution of the boundary value problem for material motion entails applying the balance laws 
for equilibrium and mass conservation, along with the constitutive assumptions discussed above. 
Following the approach described in Beaudoin et al. [lo], a hybrid finite element formulation is 
employed for this purpose. The equilibrium statement is developed from a balance of tractions 
between all elements, and written as a weighted residual, 
W e au, m.t”.dA-Jautm.tdA] =o, 
where a& is the element surface, a& is the portion of the element surface with applied trac- 
tions, tie are inter-element tractions on contacting element faces, and t are applied external 
tractions. Q represents a weighting function which may be identified with the velocity field. 
The Cauchy formula, tie = an, along with the divergence theorem in the first surface integral 
in equation (14) permits rewriting the weighted residual in terms of the Cauchy stress. Since the 
plastic deformation of the material is independent of the hydrostatic stress, it is convenient to 
separate the stress into its deviatoric (a’) and hydrostatic (-p) parts, leading to 
V@.JdV- J p(div a) dV+ I (div a) * @dV- s,,. @. tdA] =O, (15) Be Be 
where (T = u’ - pl, p is the pressure and 1 is the second-order identity tensor. 
The equation for mass conservation for the material assuming constant density reduces to a 
divergence-free velocity field, which is written using scalar weight 6 as 
I 6 (div u) dV = 0. (16) 0, 
The constitutive relation given by equation (13) is also written in weighted residual form using 
weighting function 9, after inverting the average stiffness, 
s \I,.(C-‘:o’-D)dV=O. (17) & 
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Shape functions are introduced for the velocity u, deviatoric stress cr’ and pressure p, along 
with corresponding weighting functions @, 9, and 6, respectively, with the properties that the 
velocity shape functions provide continuous interpolation, the stress shape functions are piecewise 
discontinuous and linear in the global coordinates, and the pressure shape functions are constant. 
The shape functions for stress and pressure are chosen so as to satisfy div 0 = 0 a priori at the 
element level, leading to the elimination of the third integral in equation (15). 
The degrees of freedom corresponding to the crystal stresses are eliminated between equa- 
tions (15) and (17), leading to a system of equations for the nodal velocities. Additional set of 
equations to solve for the velocity field are obtained from the incompressibility constraint (equa- 
tion (16)). The velocity field is computed assuming the material state (crystal orientation R* and 
slip system hardness Y? values) and geometry to be fixed. Upon obtaining a converged solution, 
the state and geometry are updated. Equation (7) prescribes an evolution law for the orientation, 
while the hardness is updated using [5,18] 
i = Ho (18) 
where hardening rate Ho, initial hardness +i, and saturation hardness +, are material parameters. 
y* is a measure of the net shearing rate on all the slip systems, 
The key feature of the formulation, which enables effective implementation on a data parallel 
machine, lies in the use of piecewise discontinuous shape functions for the stresses. This allows 
for solution of the stresses at the element level using equation (17). The construction of the 
matrix 
[H] = / [NoIT [C-l] [W] dV, 
se 
where [N”] are the stress interpolation functions, is performed concurrently for all elements. More 
importantly, its inversion is carried out in a sequence of data parallel operations for the in-place 
LU decomposition of a symmetric positive definite matrix, making this formulation efficient on 
a massively parallel architecture [lo]. 
An important aspect of the implementation is the solution of the system of equations for the 
velocity field. Since direct solvers are difficult to optimize in a parallel computing environment, it 
is advantageous to use an iterative procedure, such as the conjugate gradient (CG) method [19]. In 
this context, enforcing the incompressibility constraint requires special attention, since it degrades 
the numerical condition of the resulting system of equations. This leads to a prohibitively large 
number of CG iterations in solving for the velocity field. The numerical performance is enhanced 
by improving the condition of the coefficient matrix through diagonal scaling, which is ideally 
suited for parallel implementation since it requires no communication among processors. In the 
formulation used by Beaudoin et al. [lo], the incompressibility constraint is enforced by means 
of a modified consistent penalty approach, which seeks to decouple the solution for the pressure 
field from the conjugate gradient method. A detailed description of the formulation for enforcing 
incompressibility is discussed by Beaudoin et al. [8]. 
3. PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION USING HPF 
High Performance Fortran (HPF) provides a set of extensions to Fortran 90 to facilitate pro- 
gramming for parallel computers. HPF includes directives for distributing data across proces- 
sors, for specifying parallel computations, and for invoking other programming paradigms from 
HPF [13]. These features permit parallel programming at a relatively high level, with the com- 
piler assuming responsibility for the actual distribution and movement of data across processors. 
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The other attractive feature of HPF is the ability to write parallel code which is easy to port 
across different architectures. 
The finite element formulation for modeling plastic deformation of metals was successfully 
implemented on the Connection Machine CM-200 and CM-5 using CM Fortran. The first task 
in converting the CM version to use HPF was to replace the cmf$layout specifications with 
DISTRIBUTE and ALIGN directives. In HPF, it is advantageous to use the TEMPLATE directive to 
declare an abstract array of indexed positions, and use the DISTRIBUTE directive to partition this 
template array. Using the ALIGN directive, other arrays can then be distributed with the same 
layout along particular axes. This approach is very convenient for parallelizing operations on 
arrays with the same layout. Use of CM Fortran in writing the original code, with Fortran 90 
supported array syntax, meant only the specification of data layout needed modification. In 
the cmf$Iayout directive, no specification for a particular axis of an array defaults to :news, 
which typically can be replaced by BLOCK in the DISTRIBDTE directive in HPF, although in 
some instances it is more advantageous to use a CYCLIC distribution. Similarly, : serial in a 
cmf$Iayout directive indicates no distribution of array elements along that particular axis, and 
is equivalent to a * in the DISTRIBUTE directive. Thus, layouts of the form: 
cmf$layout a( :serial, 1, b( 1 
would be changed to 
!HPF$ DISTRIBUTE a(*,BLOCK) 
!HPF$ DISTRIBUTE b(BLOCK) 
Since the majority of arrays in the code were dimensioned either over the total number of 
elements or the total number of degrees of freedom, template arrays with these dimensions were 
introduced. These arrays were distributed across the processors, and other arrays were aligned 
with them. 
!HPF$ TEMPLATE EL(O:maxell) 
!HPF$ DISTRIBUTE EL(BLOCK) 
!HPF$ TEMPLATE DOF(O:maxdof I) 
!HPF$ DISTRIBUTE DOF(CYCLIC) 
Each processor thus receives a subset of the total number of elements (or degrees of freedom), 
and performs operations for them in a sequential fashion. Execution of the code with these 
preliminary modifications showed that most of the execution time was being spent in the CG 
solver for computing the velocity field. It must be noted here that the CM Fortran version of 
the code contained certain Connection Machine specific library calls, which were replaced with 
simple code. As will be discussed later, additional efforts were necessary to improve the efficiency 
of these parts of the code. 
As discussed in the previous section, the choice of the interpolation functions for the velocity, 
stress, and pressure fields is designed to enable the stiffness matrix computations to proceed 
concurrently for all elements. This part of the formulation requires little or no communication 
between processors, and is therefore, easily implemented by distributing the elements among the 
available processors. Solution of the resulting system of equations poses a greater challenge, since 
each node gets contributions from several elements. If these elements are assigned to different 
processors, movement of data becomes unavoidable. The resulting communications calls sre a 
source of pure overhead which work against parallelism. 
3.1. Improving Efficiency of the CG Solver 
As mentioned earlier, iterative solvers are more efficient on parallel machines, and the present 
formulation uses a preconditioned CG method [19]. The preconditioning operation is performed 
with the diagonal entries of the coefficient matrix. A vector is constructed from the inverse of 
these diagonal components, which is then distributed with the same layout as all other vectors 
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used in the CG solver. The preconditioning step then reduces to a product operation between 
corresponding entries of two vectors to yield a new vector, which requires no communication. 
The CG method consists of a series of vector additions and inner product computations, which 
are optimized by aligning the layout of the vectors involved. The most time consuming part is 
a sparse matrix vector multiply operation with the assembled global stiffness matrix. This part 
of the code required additional enhancements to get reasonable performance, and is discussed 
below. 
The matrix vector product can be performed either on the assembled global stiffness matrix, 
or using the unassembled element stiffness matrices [20,21]. Here the second approach is adopted 
to avoid explicit assembly of the global matrix. The required product is computed using the 
following steps. 
?? Gather: The “gather” operation constructs element vectors from the global vector for 
each element. The correspondence between the global and element degrees of freedom 
is derived from the mesh connectivity array. It is convenient to place all entries of an 
element vector on the same processor. The gather operation requires data motion since 
the layout of the global degrees of freedom differs from that of the elements. 
?? Local product: After the gather, the full stiffness matrix and the vector for an element are 
available on the same processor. Each processor then computes this product for elements 
local to itself, and there is no communication needed. 
?? Scatter: The “scatter” operation forms the global product vector by adding contributions 
from the element vectors, using the mesh connectivity array to determine the proper 
locations. Since the global product vector has a different layout from the array containing 
element vectors, communication is necessary. 
On the Connection Machine, the three steps listed above are optimized using routines from the 
Connection Machine Scientific Software Library (CMSSL). The gather and scatter operations are 
required by most finite element codes when moving between unassembled element and assembled 
global degrees of freedom. The pattern of data movement required for these operations remains 
unchanged if the mesh connectivity and the data distribution are the same. This fact is exploited 
by the CMSSL by providing a “setup” routine to compute the addresses on the processors and the 
routing information for data movement. The setup routine is called once to save this information, 
which is then used in any number of subsequent calls to gather (or scatter). 
The CMSSL library calls were replaced by simple code to perform the three steps listed above. 
The poor condition of the system due to the incompressibility constraint, and the need for a 
large number of CG iterations for convergence has been discussed earlier. Improving the speed 
of the matrix vector product step was critical for obtaining a reasonable performance level from 
the code. 
Due to the lack of a high-level math library in HPF, the local product step was optimized 
using a BLAS library call. Since these calls required use of code written in FORTRAN 77, 
they were implemented by declaring an interface with an extrinsic procedure. HPF provides the 
EXTRINSIC declaration to allow interface with programs written in other languages or styles [13]. 
A block of code declared to be EXTRINSIC is treated in the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) 
programming style, with each processor executing the same code with data local to that processor. 
Communication using a message passing library is handled explicitly by the programmer. Each 
processor called the BLAS routine dgemv to compute the product for the set of elements local to 
that processor. Shown in Figure 1 are sections of the subroutine sparse_matvec_ebe, illustrating 
declaration of the extrinsic procedure Ioc-matrix_vector-muIt, and the call to this procedure. 
The code for the extrinsic procedure is shown in Figure 2. Since the code had to be written 
in FORTRAN 77, the dimensions of the arrays had to be passed as arguments to the local 
routine. For an arbitrary problem, the number of elements assigned to each processor needs to 
be determined at run time. The NX library call mynode 0 [22] paragon has been used to deal with 
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subroutine sparsematvec_ebe(yl, xl, stiffness, bcs, nodes, dofloc) 
Compute the product [yil = Cstiffnessl*Cxl] 
use hpf -library 
. . . 
real*8 yl(O:maxdofl), xl(O:maxdofl) 
ALIGN (:> WITH DOF(:) :: xi, yl 
real*8 stiffness(O:kdiml, O:kdiml, 0:maxell) 
ALIGN (*,*,:) WITH EL(:) :: stiffness 
real*8 tl(O:kdiml, O:maxell), t2(0:kdiml, 0:maxell) 
ALIGN (*,:) WITH EL(:) :: tl, t2 
, * . 
interface 
. . . 
extrinsic (f 77_local) 
I subroutine locmatrix_vectormult(y, a, x, kdim, nepp, procem, 
2 nerem) 
real *8 y(:,:>, a(:,:,:), xc:,:) 
! HPF$ ALIGN (*,*,:I WITH EL(:) :: a 
! HPF$ ALIGN (*,:> WITH EL(:) :: y, x 
integer kdim, nepp, procem, nerem 
end subroutine locmatrix_vectormult 
end interface 
C First perform gather operation from xl to tl 
. . . 
C Compute the element product vectors 
t2 = 0.0 
call locmatrix_vectormult(t2, stiffness, ti, kdim, nepp, 
I procem, nerem) 
C Perform scatter operation to form global product vector yl from t2 
yl = 0.0 
Yl = sum_scatter(t2, yl, nodes) 
where( bcs > yl = 0 .O 
return 
end 
Figure 1. HPF code for matrix vector multiply. 
arbitrary sized problems for the Intel PARAGON implementation. This is a machine specific call 
which returns the abstract processor number for that processor. Alternately, it is possible to 
write a wrapper routine which determines the size of the subarray on each processor, which can 
then be used in calling the extrinsic procedure. 
The HPF library procedure call sum-scatter was used to optimize the scatter operation. 
Efficiency of the gather operation was improved using extrinsic subroutines. The gather operation 
assigns values from the global vector to element vectors using the nodal connectivity. Since the 
global vector is distributed, an extrinsic routine is called first to collect the full vector and make 
it available to each processor. Another extrinsic routine then assigns values from the full vector 
to the element vectors local to that processor. Assembling the full vector on each processor was 
accomplished by a single call to the gcolx procedure available as part of the NX message passing 
library on the Intel PARAGON [22]. It is convenient to use the CYCLIC distribution for the vector, 
although BLOCK distributed vectors can also be assembled with minor changes. The assignment 
of values is then performed in parallel by each processor for a subset of elements which are local 
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subroutine locnratrix_vector_mult(y, a, x, kdim, nepp, procem, 
I nerem) 
implicit none 
integer kdim, nepp, procem, nerem 
real *8 y(kdim, nepp), x(kdim, nepp), a(kdim, kdim, nepp) 
include 'fnx.h' 
integer i, n 
n = nepp 
if (mynode .gt .procem) n = nerem 
do i=l,n 
call dgemv('n', kdim, kdim, l.dO, a(l,l,i), kdim, x(l,i), 
1 1, O.dO, y(i,i>, I) 
end do 
return 
end 
Figure 2. Local code for element level matrix vector product computations. 
to it. Once again, the NX call mynode is used to compute the global element number for a 
given local element number on each processor. The local routines for the gather operation are 
shown in Figure 3. 
subroutine loc_collect(y, x, maxlen, ndp) 
implicit none 
include 'fnx.h' 
include 'local.inc' 
integer maxlen, ndp 
real *8 y(maxlen), x(ndp) 
call gcolx(x(l), xlen, y(i)) 
return 
end 
subroutine loc_gather(y, x, p, maxdof, maxel, nepp, procem, 
I nerem, kdim) 
implicit none 
include 'fnx.h' 
integer maxdof, maxel, kdim, nepp, procem, nerem 
real *8 y(maxdof), x(kdim, nepp) 
integer p(kdim, maxel) 
integer i, j, npi, mystart, np 
np = nepp 
if(mynode().gt.procem) np = nerem 
mystart = mynodeO*nepp 
do i=l, np 
npi = mystart + i 
do j=l, kdim 
x(j, i> = y(p(j, npi)) 
end do 
end do 
return 
end 
Figure 3. Local routines for the gather operation. 
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3.2. Improving Efficiency of I/O 
In addition to the changes described above, it was necessary to implement an efficient I/O 
scheme. HPF does not address parallel I/O, and since the original code was written for the 
Connection Machine, the read and write statements contained explicit indexing of the arrays 
using DO loops. Initial attempts to run large problems indicated an almost linear increase in the 
time spent for I/O with number of processors. The code was altered by placing the segments 
dealing with I/O in extrinsic procedures, so that each processor executed them simultaneously. 
Additional speedup was obtained by placing the data files in the Parallel File System (PFS) 
available on the Intel PARAGON [22]. 
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The modified code with HPF directives was implemented to run on a 512-processor Intel 
PARAGON. Various trials were conducted to examine the effect of introducing HPF directives, 
as well as the changes made to improve the solver and the I/O. The results of these trial runs 
are presented, along with some comparisons to highlight the differences from the CM-5 version. 
The introduction of local routines to speed up the matrix vector product in the CG method 
are considered first. A finite element discretization consisting of a 4x4x4 mesh of eight-noded 
brick elements was deformed in plane strain compression. These simulations were carried out 
with the improved I/O calls using local routines, so as to speed up the process of obtaining 
the timing data presented in Table 1. Since the element stiffness computations require minimal 
communication among processors, they scale very well with number of processors. Doubling the 
number of processors cuts the time for the stiffness computations in half. When the number of 
processors is very small, the reduction in time is more than 50%. This is probably due to some 
overhead associated with the HPF directives, leading to increased time on a single processor even 
when there is no distribution of data. The gather and scatter operations take up more time with 
increasing number of processors. As shown in Table 1, the time spent in the CG solver increases 
with processors, and this serves to offset the decrease in time for stiffness computations. The 
result is an increase in total execution time with processors, indicating a need to improve the 
performance of the solver. 
Table 1. Performance for 64 element problem prior to optimizing the matrix vector 
product in the CG method. 
Number of processors 1 2 4 8 
Time for stiffness computations [s] 245.2 102.1 45.3 25.7 
Time for CG solver [s] 53.6 289.9 543.9 1010.4 
Total execution time [s] 309.8 400.6 596.8 1047.4 
The performance of the same problem was examined after modification of the scatter, gather, 
and local product operations, in that order. The results of the various modifications are sum- 
marized in Table 2. The numbers shown in Table 1 indicate that the total execution time is 
essentially the sum of the time spent in the stiffness computations and in the CG solver, with 
other parts of the code contributing very little time. In what follows, we concentrate on the time 
spent in the CG solver to study the effects of the changes. 
Table 2. Performance of 64 element problem after optimizing the matrix vector 
product in the CG method. The numbers indicate time spent in the CG solver in 
seconds. 
Number of processors 1 2 4 8 16 32 
After introducing sum_ scatter 115.4 62.2 37.9 29.4 38.9 89.6 
After introducing local gather 115.3 61.5 36.2 24.9 22.7 28.5 
After introducing BLAS 85.3 52.2 32.1 23.4 21.6 28.1 
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Introduction of the HPF library call sum-scatter leads to a significant improvement in the 
CG method (compare times in Table 2 with those for the CG solver in Table 1). On a single 
processor, the time spent in the CG method actually goes up, again probably due to some 
overhead associated with the HPF calls. With increasing processors, the time for the solver goes 
down up to eight processors. When the problem is run on 16 or 32 processors, the gather routine 
starts to dominate, and the gain in using sum-scatter is offset by increase in time for gather. 
Use of local routines to perform the gather operation shows no significant effect for small 
number of processors. However, for 16 or 32 processors, there is a significant reduction in the 
time, indicating a need for these routines when using large number of processors. The influence 
of using BLAS routines is seen in the reduction of time when only one or two processors are used. 
The local product is performed without need for communication, and the BLAS routines merely 
add speed to the calculations. When the 64 element problem is run on 16 (or 32) processors, there 
are only four (or two) elements on each processor. The time spent for the product computations 
is so small that gain in using BLAS routines is not clearly seen. However, the BLAS call is about 
six times faster than a simple DO loop, and this can become a significant factor as the problem 
size increases. 
The next set of trial simulations were conducted using a 10x10x10 mesh of 1000 hexahedral 
elements (1331 nodes) to examine the scale up for a larger problem. Figure 4 shows the total 
execution time as a function of number of processors. The execution time is plotted using a 
logarithmic scale to better indicate the reduction in time at larger numbers of processors. While 
this is not a particularly large problem, the decrease in time up to 50 processors (for which case 
the number of processors well exceeds the number of elements per processor) is noteworthy. As 
the number of processors is increased further, the overhead for communication calls increases 
relative to the computations, leading to an increase in the total time. 
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Figure 4. Execution time for 1000 element problem with number of processors. 
The aspect of I/O was also examined using the same problem, by comparing time required 
for execution with no special changes to handle I/O against time required when using local 
routines for I/O. The resulting plot is depicted in Figure 5, and shows that the total time is 
larger when local routines are not called. In addition, it is observed that the total time starts 
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Figure 5. Comparison of execution time for 1000 element problem with and without 
local routines for I/O. 
to increase beyond 25 processors, unlike the case when local calls are used. Examination of the 
timing data indicates a more or less linear increase in the time spent for I/O using regular HPF 
code. Additional speedup of the I/O operations was obtained by placing the data files in the 
Parallel File System (PFS) available on the Intel PARAGON. The gains in using PFS became 
more obvious when using greater number of processors to handle bigger problems. It must be 
mentioned here that the I/O statements used explicit indexing of arrays, which is quite efficient 
on the CM-5. Use of I/O calls with entire arrays would lead to better performance in HPF. 
Figure 6 shows the variation of total execution time with number of processors for a 4096 
element mesh deformed in plane strain compression over a single strain increment. Once again 
there is good scale up of the problem up to 128 processors (32 elements per processor). For 
comparison, the execution times for the same problem using the CM Fortran version of the code 
on the Connection Machine CM-5 are shown in Figure 7. It must be noted here that the HPF 
version of the code computes the velocity field using an isotropic constitutive model to generate 
an initial guess for the subsequent computation using the texture model discussed in Section 2.1. 
The CM-5 version does not contain the velocity calculation using the isotropic model. The initial 
calculation took approximately 30% of the total computation time on the PARAGON. Taking 
this into account, it is seen that the HPF code takes five to seven times longer than the CM 
Fortran version on the same number of processors. The difference in the processor speeds on the 
two machines could be partly responsible for the observed trend. However, timing of the matrix 
vector multiply routines on the two machines shows that for roughly the same number of calls, 
the HPF code takes about ten times longer than the CM Fortran version. Since the local BLAS 
routines permit relatively quick calculation of the element product vectors, the difference in the 
times can be traced to the gather and scatter operations, clearly showing the influence of the 
CMSSL library calls in achieving better performance on the CM-5. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the relative amount of time spent in the CG solver and the matrix vector 
multiply routines for the 1000 and 4096 element meshes, respectively. Curve ‘a’ in these figures 
indicates the variation of the time spent in the matrix vector multiply routine as a percent of the 
total time required by the solver on different processors. Initially, a large part of the solver time is 
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Figure 6. Execution time for 4096 element problem with number of processors on 
the Intel PARAGON. 
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Figure 7. Execution time for 4096 element problem with number of processors on 
the Connection Machine CM-5. 
devoted to the product calculation. With increasing number of processors, the time required by 
the inner product computations also goes up, since there is greater communication requirement. 
Optimizing the computation of a global sum operation then becomes important. Also shown 
in Figures 8 and 9 is the time spent in the solver routine as a fraction of the total time for all 
the computations (excluding I/O). This curve (labeled ‘b’) shows that for most part, the solver 
takes up around 85% of the computational time. This fraction is closer to 50% on the CM-5. 
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Figure 8. Fractional times for 1000 element problem with number of processors on 
the Intel PARAGON. Curve ‘a’ represents time spent in the matrix vector multiply 
routine ss a fraction of time for solver. Curve ‘b’ is the time spent in the solver ss a 
fraction of the total time for computations. 
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Figure 9. Fractional times for 4096 element problem with number of processors on 
the Intel PARAGON. Curve ‘a’ represents time spent in the matrix vector multiply 
routine ss a fraction of time for solver. Curve ‘b’ is the time spent in the solver as a 
fraction of the total time for computations. 
For the examples considered here, the stiffness calculations required very little time since each 
element contained only one crystal. With more crystals per element, there will be a shift in the 
computational load from the solver to the stiffness calculations. 
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Figure 10. Variation of velocity component along the z-axis for the sheet stretching 
problem. 
Figure 11. Variation of the effective plastic strain for the sheet stretching problem. 
As an application of the code for large scale deformation processing, a sheet stretching problem 
was simulated using a single layer of 300 eight-node brick elements. Each element contained 256 
crystals, which were initialized with orientations corresponding to a rolling texture generated from 
experimental measurements [23]. The deformed mesh with the z-velocity contours is shown in 
Figure 10, and the effective plastic strain contours are depicted in Figure 11. The effective plastic 
strain is computed as the norm of the accumulated strain during the deformation. The nonuniform 
straining due to texture-driven anisotropy is clearly seen. The sheet has been observed to fail 
along the z-axis, which is the rolling direction in the original sheet, during limiting dome height 
tests. The maximum value of the effective plastic strain occurs along the zaxis, indicating the 
possibility of failure at this location, which is consistent with the experimental observations [24]. 
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The simulation results shown here were generated using the HPF code running on a 30 node 
partition of the Intel PARAGON. A total of 80 strain increments took 25 hours for this run. 
The time spent in the stiffness computations was twice as much as the time spent in the solver. 
A similar simulation with a different initial texture was carried out in two stages. The first 30 
increments were conducted on a 100 node partition and took about 8.8 hours, with the solver 
taking almost four times as long as the stiffness computations. The remaining 50 increments 
were simulated on a 60 node partition, with the solver taking roughly the same amount of time 
as the stiffness calculations, with a total time of 7.3 hours. The same problem on the CM-5 took 
1.7 hours on a 32 node partition, and on a 4 node partition of an SGI Power Challenge with an 
MPI implementation using the petSC solver, it completed in 24.7 hours (251. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A finite element formulation based on a polycrystal plasticity constitutive model has been 
developed for parallel computers using High Performance Fortran (HPF). The development was 
based on converting a CM Fortran version to utilize HPF directives for data distribution and 
layout. The Fortran 90 style of programming used in the original code facilitated the conversion 
process, requiring minimal changes for most part. HPF permits parallel programming at a 
relatively high level, by providing directives to specify the layout and distribution of arrays at a 
global level. The actual distribution and movement of data, and synchronization of processors is 
handled by the compiler. 
While layout directives permit easy parallelization of some calculations, the efficiency of the 
code can be poor for operations which require data movement across processors. Stiffness compu- 
tations were easy to parallelize, by spreading the elements across processors. However, the solver 
for the system of equations required greater effort. Most finite element codes utilize “gather” 
and “scatter” operations to relate quantities between the unassembled element level and the as- 
sembled global level. For the implementation discussed here, the solution of the equations was 
obtained using the conjugate gradient (CG) method, with an element-by-element approach for 
the matrix vector multiply. Gather and scatter operations were required for each CG iteration, 
and due to the incompressibility constraint, the number of such iterations was quite large. The 
solver took up close to 85% of the computational time, with the gather/scatter calls accounting 
for the bulk of it. Comparisons with trials on the CM-5 indicate that the lack of a provision 
to reuse the traces for data movement might be contributing to the large time requirement for 
these operations. The current HPF language standard does not require reuse of schedules by the 
compiler. It is hoped that future revisions of the standard will address this issue. 
The other main issue which requires attention in HPF is parallel I/O. Use of local calls with 
the EXTRINSIC feature enabled faster I/O on the Intel paragon. It was also possible to place 
the data files in the Parallel File System on the PARAGON to obtain better performance, but 
similar devices may not be available on other platforms. In addition to the I/O, the EXTRINSIC 
directive also proved useful in improving the efficiency of certain parts of the solver routine. The 
pghpfcompiler used for the work described in this article provides support only for extrinsic code 
written in FORTRAN 77. Consequently, some extra coding was required to determine the extents 
of subarrays on each processor when using the extrinsic routines. In this context, availability of 
support for HPF_LOCAL would be quite useful. 
A major advantage of using HPF is the ability to write portable programs. The code developed 
for the Intel PARAGON was optimized with a few machine-specific calls based on the NX message 
passing library to speed up the extrinsic routines. Minor modifications to remove these calls were 
sufficient to permit compilation and execution of the same code on the SGI Power Challenge 
Onyx and the IBM SP/2. 
The code conversion used in this study was achieved with the minimum of changes from the 
CM Fortran version. However, as applications are ported from the CM-5 to other machines, it 
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may become necessary to alter some of the routines which depend heavily on the CMSSL library 
calls for efficient parallel performance. For instance, in relation to the solver routine discussed 
here, it may be more appropriate to work with an assembled system instead of the element-by- 
element approach for the matrix vector multiply. Such considerations apart, HPF provides a 
useful alternative to the message passing route to writing parallel programs. It is hoped that 
future developments of the compiler will address some of the issues such as the need for a better 
communications library and parallel I/O discussed here. 
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